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High Impedance Surfaces (HISs) have emerged as one of the advances in the modern antenna design. They have been extensively used

in low-profile antenna designs because of their in-phase reflection characteristics in certain frequency band(s); hence the name EM

Band-Gap (EBG) structures. HISs can also be utilized for antenna miniaturization and bandwidth enhancement, and they have also been

used as attractive ground planes and checkerboard surface variations of them as radar targets for RCS reduction. The presentation we will

concentrate on circularly symmetric HISs, such as loops or spirals ,and it will be shown that the unique phase profile of the circular HISs,

formed by the excitation of the incident waves, provide more symmetric amplitude radiation patterns and a constructive interference

between the direct and reflected waves which increases the gain by nearly an additional 3dB, compared to ideal PMC ground planes, for

a total gain of about 8.5-9 dB. Holographic techniques, inspired from optical technology, are used to design HISs, often referred to as

metasurfaces, which can be realized on dielectric covered ground planes as arrays of metallic strips or patches. Such surfaces can be

designed to form Leaky-Wave Antennas (LWAs), which continuously shed/radiate energy as the surface waves propagate along these

surfaces. The impedance surfaces create an impedance profile to create 1-D fan beams using metallic strips and 2-D pencil beams using

metallic patches. These LWAs are ideal radiators for autonomous automotive applications as they require a simple feeding mechanism,

and also can cause beam scanning, by varying the frequency. A recent design to achieve RCS reduction is to coat the radar target with

checkerboard EBG designs of patches of different configurations. The incident waves on them induce surface current densities that act as

antenna array elements with difference amplitude and phase excitation, and they, obtain to form constructive and destructive interference

scattering patterns, to reduce the intensity of the scattered fields toward the observer; thus reducing the RCS. While symmetric square-

shaped checkerboard surfaces produce four redirected lobes of the bistatic scattered fields, a hexagonal design creates six redirected

lobes, which further reduce the peak intensity of the redirected bistatic lobes. Also the bandwidth of such checkerboard surfaces can be

enhanced by combining two different EBG set of patches, each with different shape patches and resonant frequencies. It will be shown

that the 10dB RCS reduction bandwidth, compared to a PEC plate, can be extended from nearly 40% to nearly 63%, and up to 90%.
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